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What Biden win
means for Africa
Democrat Joe Biden’s victory
in the US presidential election is
set to affect Africa’s 1.3 billion
people on issues ranging from
climate change and immigration
to women’s health and human
rights. This is according to
academics, analysts and human
rights activists in the continent
following Biden’s win in the US
elections.
Un d e r t h e Tr u m p
administration, the United States
pulled out of the landmark Paris
climate accord, issued travel bans
on Muslim-majority nations, and
cut aid to charities providing
reproductive health services
that included abortion advice.
Activists, academics and
analysts below mull on how
a Biden administration could
impact Africa’s 54 nations.
DAVID KODE, HEAD OF
ADVOCACY, CIVICUS
“Civil society groups in Africa
have observed how President
Trump’s attacks on the media
and his violent reprisal of Black
Lives Matter protests exhibit
similar tendencies of Africa’s
worst authoritarian leaders.
A Biden presidency will
certainly be a welcome relief
for Africa as civil society will
be able to count on a Biden
administration to denounce
African leaders who violate the
rights of their people and exert
pressure on them to uphold
international law.
A practical way will be for the
United States to re-join the U.N.
Human Rights Council, which
civil society holds in high esteem,
but authoritarian leaders have
increasingly trod on over the
last four years.”

NIGEL TRICKS, EAST AFRICA
DIRECTOR, NORWEGIAN
REFUGEE COUNCIL
“The new U.S. government
should prioritise efforts in
leading global action to protect
millions of people seeking refuge,
particularly from those African
countries ridden by deadly
conflict or the devastation of a
changing climate.
As African countries continue
to take up more than their fair
share of the global duty in
welcoming women, children,
and men fleeing their homes, the
wider international community
- led by the United States - has
not matched their efforts.
We would like to see the U.S.
government taking a lead in
ensuring these host countries
have the necessary financial
support to ease the load of hosting
many millions of refugees, as
well as the political engagement
that can lead to more durable
solutions that help people rebuild
their lives.”
VICTOR RASUGU,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NETWORK FOR ADOLESCENT
AND YOUTH OF AFRICA
“The United States is the single
largest family planning donor in
the world and thus plays a major
role in reproductive health care
in Kenya.
Trump’s (so-called) global
gag rule was and continues
to be an onslaught on the
reproductive health and rights
of women. The decision deprived
individuals, especially women
of reproductive age, of the right
to body autonomy.
A win for Joe Biden brings
back hope and sanity in the
management of the healthcare

systems ... Countries like Kenya
will once again be free to offer the
reproductive health continuum
of care to its populace without
being whipped into a certain
policy direction that they are
not party to.”
AISSATOU DIOUF, WEST
AFRICA COORDINATOR,
CLIMATE ACTION NETWORK
“The Trump administration
has refused to act to mitigate the
effects of climate change and has
blocked international climate
negotiations for ambitious
climate action.
Donald Trump’s decision to
withhold $2 billion of the $3
billion pledged by his predecessor
has contributed to a huge
shortfall at the Green Climate
Fund - a contribution that would
have enabled countries most
affected by climate change,
such as African countries, to
implement policies to strengthen
the resilience of their frontline
communities.
A Biden administration would
need to take the lead on climate
change and make climate change

a global priority. We expect the
United States would rejoin the
Paris Agreement, and step up
its efforts and also contribute
to the Green Climate Fund.”
ISA SANUSI, SPOKESMAN,
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
“President Donald Trump’s
expansion of the immigrant visa
ban that includes Nigeria and
other countries with vulnerable
populations fleeing persecution
was unacceptable.
The ban is discriminatory –
and with it the United States is
setting a dangerous precedent.
It has closed the door for people
fleeing persecution and also
for those who are seeking new
opportunities.
Applying the ban on people
from select countries, some of
them facing crisis, is contrary to
the values of the United States.
It is our hope that all these
discriminatory measures
will be removed, and more
migrant friendly policies will
be introduced.”
( Reuters.)
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Botswana opens up borders
to international travel
The government of Botswana
has announced a decision to lift
international travel restrictions
imposed early this year due to
Covid-19. In a statement released
last week, President Mokgweetsi
Masisi’ office said the President
had approved the lifting in a
phased manned starting today
(September 11).

The resumption of international
air travel at three ports of entry of
Sir Seretse Khama Airport, Kasane
and Maun International Airports
today and will be followed by
the opening up ground travel at
selected borders of Kazungula
road, Kazungula ferry, Ngoma,
Ramokgwebana, Martins Drift,
Ramatlabama, Tlokweng,

Mamuno, Pioneer and Mohembo
on December 1.
The government statement
further said the Phillip Matante
international Airport in
Francistown will resume on
December 1.
This announcement follows one
made by government a fortnight
ago, which allowed international

COVID-19 hits Life-Saving
health services in Africa
A new wave of COVID-19
infections could further disrupt
life-saving health services, which
are only now recovering from
the initial impact The COVID-19
pandemic has dealt a heavy blow
to key health services in Africa,
raising worries that some of
the continent’s major health
challenges could worsen.
The preliminary analysis by
the World Health Organization
(WHO) of five key essential
health service indicators that
include outpatient consultation,
inpatient admission, skilled
birth attendance, treatment of
confirmed malaria cases and
provision of the combination
pentavalent vaccine in 14
countries finds a sharp decline
in these services between January
and September 2020 compared
with the two previous years.
The gaps were the widest in
May, June and July, corresponding
to when many countries had put
in place and enforced movement
restrictions and other social and
public health measures to check
the spread of COVID-19. During

these three months, services in
the five monitored areas dropped
on average by more than 50% in
the 14 countries compared with
the same period in 2019.
“The COVID-19 pandemic
has brought hidden, dangerous
knock-on effects for health in
Africa. With health resources
focused heavily on COVID-19, as
well as fear and restrictions on
people’s daily lives, vulnerable
populations face a rising risk
of falling through the cracks,”
said Dr Matshidiso Moeti, WHO
Regional Director for Africa.
Dr Moeti spoke during a virtual
press conference on Thursday
facilitated.
“We must reinforce our health
systems to better withstand future
shocks. A strong health system
is the bedrock for emergency
preparedness and response.
As countries ease COVID-19
restrictions, we must not leave
the door open for the pandemic
to resurge,” said Dr Moeti. “A
new wave of COVID-19 infections
could further disrupt life-saving
health services, which are only

now recovering from the initial
impact.”
Even prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, maternal mortality
in sub-Saharan Africa was
unacceptably high, accounting
for about two-thirds of global
maternal deaths in 2017.
Preliminary data indicates that
COVID-19 is likely to exacerbate
women’s health challenges and
the new analysis found that
skilled birth attendance in the
14 countries dropped. In Nigeria,
362 700 pregnant women missed
ante-natal care between March
and August 2020. Over 97 000
women gave birth away from
health facilities and over 193 000
missed postnatal care within two
days of giving birth. There were
310 maternal deaths in Nigerian
health facilities in August 2020,
nearly double the figure in August
2019.
The COVID-19 pandemic has
brought hidden, dangerous
knock-on effects for health in
Africa
An additional 1.37 million
children across the African region

aircharter travel directly to the
Maun and Kasane airport. This
was meant to help resuscitate
the tourism industry which has
been hard hit by the Covid-19
lockdowns.
All these announcemnts have
come with strong health protocls
that have to be adhered to prevent
the spread of the virus.
missed the Bacille CalmetteGuerin (BCG) vaccine which
protects against Tuberculosis
(TB) and an extra 1.32 million
children aged under one year
missed their first dose of measles
vaccine between January and
August 2020, when compared
with the same period in 2019.
Immunization campaigns
covering measles, yellow fever,
polio and other diseases have
been postponed in at least 15
African countries this year. The
introduction of new vaccines has
been halted and several countries
have reported running out of
vaccine stocks.
“Now that countries are easing
their restrictions, it’s critical
that they implement catch-up
vaccination campaigns quickly,”
said Dr Moeti. “The longer, large
numbers of children remain
unprotected against measles and
other childhood diseases, the
more likely we could see deadly
outbreaks flaring up and claiming
more lives than COVID-19.”
WHO has issued guidance
on how to provide safe
immunization services, including
how to conduct a careful risk
assessment before implementing
preventive mass vaccination,
with attention to appropriate
protective measures to avoid

The statements says all arriving
travellers will be expected to
present a valid 72 Hour negative
COVID-19 Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) result from
time of departure, Screened for
COVID-19 symptoms upon entry,
Symptomatic clients upon arrival
will be required to undertake
mandatory testing and possible
isolation and or quarantine, as
per section 76 (1) (2) and 80 of the
Public Health Act of 2013 and that
the traveller will be required to
remain in contact with the local
health authority for a period of
14 days doing self-monitoring.
According to the government,
returning citizens and residents
not meeting the requirement
will undergo 14-day mandatory
quarantine and testing at their
own cost, and that non-citizen
travelers not meeting the
requirements will not be allowed
entry into Botswana.
“Travellers exiting Botswana are
expected to comply with travel
regulations of the destination
country at their own expense.
The remaining Points of Entry
will be considered in due course
subject to disease burden and
harmonization with other
neighbouring countries,” it states.
Botswana joins its neighbours
and other African countries
who have since opened up
their borders to international
travellers. The tourism industry
has welcomed the decision as a
positive development that will
see their operations picking up.
The industry, the most hard hit
has been struggling to keep its
staff employed at a time when
there were no tourists.

transmission of COVID-19.
The Central African Republic,
the Democratic Republic of
the Congo and Ethiopia have
already carried out catch up
measles vaccination campaigns.
Thirteen other African countries
aim to restart immunization
campaigns for measles, polio
and human papillomavirus in
the coming months and WHO is
providing guidance on COVID-19
prevention measures to keep
health workers and communities
safe.
WHO has also provided
guidance to countries on how
to ensure the continuity of
other essential health services
by optimizing service delivery
settings, redistributing health
work force capacity and proposing
ways to ensure uninterrupted
supply of medicine and other
health commodities.
As part of the COVID-19
response, health workers have
received capacity building
in infection, prevention and
control, laboratories have been
strengthened and data collection
and analysis improved. These
efforts support the fight against
the virus while also building up
health systems.
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Creditors Set To Reject
Zambia’s Request For
Eurobond Payment Deferral
Holders of Zambia’s Eurobonds
plan to reject a government
request to defer payments on its
sovereign dollar debt, according
to four sources, pushing the
country closer towards a
protracted debt overhaul and
possible hard default.
Zambia, which was struggling
with mounting debts even
before
result of the plunge
in prices for copper, its main
export, has three outstanding
dollar-denominated Eurobonds
with a total face value of $3 billion.
It asked in September to delay
interest payments until April
but was forced to extend the
deadline for creditors to vote
on the payment deferral plan to
Nov. 13 after failing to secure a
quorum of bondholders.
Nov. 13 is also the end of the
30-day grace period for a $42.5
million coupon payment that was
due on Oct. 14. Non-payment
would push Zambia into default
on its Eurobonds.
A person familiar with the
thinking of the Zambia External
Bondholder Committee -- a large
group of creditors holding more
than 40% across all Zambia’s
bonds and a blocking stake in
each issue -- said they were likely
to reject the government’s plan.
“This time round, instead of
taking no action, they will in
all likelihood be obliged to vote
against it as Nov. 13 is the cutoff for the grace period,” the
source said.
“You can’t realistically begin a
constructive and open dialogue
while someone is holding a gun
to your head.”
The group could already have
killed off the process but had
chosen to give Zambia more
time, the source added.
Zambia’s government declined
to comment.
It still has the option of paying
the coupon to avoid default, with
its next coupon payment not due
until January.
CREDIBLE PLAN NEEDED
Creditors said the government
had not contacted them ahead of
launching the consent solicitation
and had so far not presented a
convincing plan to make its debt
sustainable.
“We need transparency,
engagement and a credible
programme,” said Polina
Kurdyavko, head of emerging
markets at BlueBay Asset
Management, adding she
would be surprised if investors
consented without having those
pieces of information.
“There has to be a credible plan
that the debt can be sustained,
which we don’t have at the
moment.”
Zambia’s debt-to-GDP ratio is
expected to top 100% this year,
having ballooned from just over

30% in 2014. Its external public
debt burden is some $12 billion,
with $3.5 billion of bilateral debt,
$2.9 billion of other commercial
debt and $2.1 billion owed to
multilaterals as well as the $3
billion of Eurobonds. It owes
about $3 billion to China.
Creditors said a lack of progress

in talks with the International
Monetary Fund was disheartening
while a deal to defer debt
repayments due in October on
a China Development Bank loan
lacked detail such as size or terms.
“The Zambians offer us basically
two options: either we don’t pay
you now or we don’t pay you

later,” said another creditor,
who had already voted to reject
the proposal.
Zambia’s dollar bonds are
currently trading at 43-45
percent of face value, according
to Tradeweb data.

Flexible 24/7 banking
is just a call away
with Absa Sky Branch

With the Absa Sky Branch, you can do a host of
transactions like loan top up, account management,
credit limit increase and decrease, rewards
redemption, local and international payments,
adding, amending or deleting debit orders and so
much more with just a call to a banker.
Access the Absa Sky Branch anytime by calling +267 3159 575
or toll-free at 150 (Mascom) and 0800 600 444 (BTC)

That’s Africanacity. That’s Absa.
Terms and conditions apply.
Absa Bank Botswana Limited (registered number BW00001237900) is regulated by the Bank of Botswana.

(Reuters)
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LEA Continues To Empower And
Capacitate SMMEs

later diverted into small stock
production because of the
empowerment interventions
LEA gave me. I want to encourage
other entrepreneurs to visit
LEA offices for guidance and
to progress their businesses.”
Said Mr. Motswaborwa
CONTACTS:
CONTACTS:
Mobile: 76637939
Email:

fredericmotswaborwa@yahoo.com

Dynamic Intellectual Services
is a LEA assisted enterprise based
in Mogobane that specializes
in small stock production. For
someone with interests in the
Agriculture sector, Mr. Frederick
Motswaborwa had previously
tried a horticulture project,
but due to limited funding for
the project, he diverted his
attention and followed his dream
of becoming a small stock farmer.
The Local Enterprise Authority
(LEA) through Ramotswa Branch
has over the years supported

Dynamic Intellectual Services
with various interventions to
upskill the employees, provide
business management support
services that have transformed
the since 2014. Before venturing
into small stock production,
Mr Motswaborwa was enrolled
for attachment at the LEA Glen
Valley Horticulture Incubator
to train and empower him on
hydroponics production. LEA
also assisted him to develop
a business plan and access
funding through the Youth
Development Fund to start a

small stock farming project.
Dynamic Intellectual Services
currently has a capacity of 60
breeding stock (goats) and 50
breeding stock (sheep).
The business continues to
benefit from other LEA services
that include business advisory,
coaching, on-site monitoring as
well as mentoring services. The
owner has also received training
on Records Keeping to enhance
business management skills
and operational efficiencies.
Furthermore, LEA facilitated

Market Access opportunities
and participation at various
exhibition; platforms that
enabled the client to market
his products and establish
supply opportunities. Dynamic
Intellectual Services currently
supplies several markets
including local butcheries,
Government schemes and
individual members of the public
in and around Ramotswa.
“LEA has given me the green
light in business. Initially I had
interest in hydroponics but
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Mobile phone Insurance in Africa: an
undervalued necessity
By Emmanuel Allottey
Africa has over half a billion
unique mobile subscribers to
date, making Africa the fastest
growing mobile market.
Mobile phones offer Africans
a convenient and affordable
way to get connected to this

every growing digital world.
The insurance market in Africa
is the least penetrated in the
world and the opportunities
for growth are tremendous.
According to statistics 1 in 5
people have their phone lost,
stolen or damaged every year.
Mobile phone devices have

become so valuable that they
can be considered as assets. The
value or cost of premium mobile
devices have risen significantly
over the years with premium
models averaging over $1000
per device.
The significance of the cost
requires adequate protection and

Transforming Africa – Economic
Reconstruction
By Emmanuel Allottey
The COVID-19 has brought
an unprecedented opportunity
for the African continent to
transform itself through

deliberate action. Economic
reconstruction speaks to visiting
the fundamentals of the economy
and prioritise which areas will
generate the greatest output and
impact to the nation.
Prioritization of essential areas

of the economy, domestic led
growth, self-funded projects,
citizen empowerment and job
creation have emerged as critical
to achieving national vision and
development goals.
The biggest challenge facing

insurance cover in event of any
disaster. The cost of premium
mobile devices is now beginning
to overtake the price of some
television sets. Getting insurance
cover on a mobile device has
become necessity looking at the
hazards that are faced in society.
The immediate threat requiring
African governments is youth
unemployment. The combination
of government-imposed
lockdowns and other restrictions
needed to address the public
health crises has created a surge
in unemployment for the youth
involved in informal jobs.
The decline in economic
activity will have devastating
effects on youth employment
prospects. One positive outcome
of the crisis is that younger people
may remain in education. This
would shield them from the
worst of the downturn, and
lead to higher productivity and
a better-skilled workforce when
they come into employment.
The impact of COVID-19 on
international travel has buckled
tourism reliant economies.
African nations are forced
to relook at their strategy
at attracting foreign direct
investment and international
investors to support their
growth and development.
Other impacted areas include
commodity market such as
mining, which has taken a
knock due to a slowdown in
international trade.
The importance of
infrastructure investment in
areas such as telecommunication
has emerged with the need to rely
on digital to fight the spread of
the virus. The recognition of need

insurance cover is theft. Africa is
home to above average criminal
activity in the world. In the event
of theft insurance will replace the
mobile phone device. Another
potential risk requiring insurance
cover is accidental damage of the
device. Mobile phones are used
in daily activities and may fall
victim to unexpected falls and
accidents that lead to significant
damage.
The most prevalent damage
mobile phones face is a cracked
or damaged screen. The cost
of repair for premium mobile
phone devices may be expensive
in comparison with the price
of purchasing a new lower end
mobile phone device. However,
the investment in the mobile
phone device will be wasted if
not repairs are not made. With
insurance cover the cost of repair
is covered.
Before you take out insurance
you need to know there are
different types of mobile phone
insurance available as well as
different levels of cover offered.
These cover options provide
a choice that best suits your
needs and environment. There
are mainly two options, namely
protection against theft alone,
and a more comprehensive
option that protects your mobile
phone device from theft and
accidental damage.
It is prudent to have insurance
for mobile phone devices
given the cost of mobile phone
replacement or repair can be
high. If your looking for mobile
phone device insurance cover
speak to your mobile network
operator or insurance provider.
for accelerated development
of towns and rural areas has
become evident.
The education system requires
a total overhaul aligned to critical
skills, training for occupations
in high demand. The literacy
rate in Africa is 70% lagging
behind world average of 90%.
A combination of e-learning
and classroom learning needs
to be tailored to the preparing
children of the future. To
facilitate the expansion of
digital learning, governments
should also establish common
learning platforms and introduce
regulations that support
innovation through dedicated
funding plan embedded in
national development budgets.
The foundation of political
stability and continuity will be the
driving factor behind economic
recovery. African economies
have experienced economic
stagnation over the years, which
has put a strain in the effort to
tackle the historical structural
inequalities, unemployment and
poverty. Collaboration between
stakeholders and decisive
action to mobilise all resources
and efforts into economic
reconstruction activities will
transform the trajectory of the
economy.
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Hon. Anna Mokgethi Impressed By
Limkokwing During Official Campus Visit

The Minister of Nationality,
Immigration and Gender Affairs,
Honorable Anna Mokgethi
paid an official campus visit
to Limkokwing University
of Creative Technology,
on Thursday 29th October
where she stated how she was
impressed by the prowess that
the university carries when it
comes to creativity, innovation
and technology as well as issues
of gender based violence. The
purpose of the visit was for the
minister appreciate what the
University stands for, engage
with staff and students and
establish collaborations which
will be beneficial to all within the
university and the community
which is within her constitution
in her capacity as member
of parliament for Gaborone
Bonnington North. She also

took time to discuss issues of
compliance challenges as well
as general welfare following
the covid:19 pandemic.
The Minister’s campus
visit started off with a tour
of the University’s corporate
walkthrough, followed by
a tour of the students work
exhibition.
She also had an opportunity
to tour the University’s
ecosystem including the
University’s e-library, which
is the biggest in the country,
specialized digital, animation
and architecture labs as well as
the University’s Campus Radio
where he was interviews live
by students. A visit to one of
the lecture rooms saw Hon.
Mokgethi walking into a Gender
Based Violence Campaign
Presentation by students much

to her delight as a champion of
the fight against GBV. She stated,
“. Let me just say that I was
gratified to witness an ongoing
discussion on Gender based
Violence during my campus
tour. As you all know GBV is very
prevalent in our society, and I

really want to commend you as
a university for having seen it fit
to play your role as institution of
higher learning by incorporating
the topic in your curriculum
which I believe will have positive
results in behavioral change
of the community. I was also
impressed by the fact that
we do not only have females
involved, but we also have males
involved. With our strategies, of
involving men as part of finding
the solution I am confident that

we will win this fight and end
GBV in our country. And I am
extremely proud of what I saw
and I am inspired.
The university prepared an
official programme, where
the student community
representatives inclusive of
students with special needs had
an opportunity to share their
experiences about the University
with the Minister. Speaking
on behalf of students from 31
international countries currently
enrolled in Limkokwing
Botswana, Pearl Dikana from
South Africa highlighted the
university has proved to be a
very hospitable home away
from home for many of them,
that has given them a chance to
acquire skills that will help them
contribute to their countries
economies as Limkokwing is a
respectable Global Brand present
in 3 continents.
Limkokwing University
mission states that the institution
is committed to training industry
relevant and ready graduates
who can migrate seamlessly
into the industry of choice.
The University has coined the
word INDUSITY, combining the
words Industry and University
to describe this innovative
approach to education.
Through collaboration the
University is able to work with
the industry in unparalled
ways in products or service
innovation. The ability to
respond professionally has
attracted industry to collaborate
on special projects to obtain fresh
new angles to various economic
issues. This collaboration
with industry has also been
extended to government with
the intention to build national
competitiveness and the
country’s global reputation
through innovative design and
effective branding. Students are
given the opportunity to work
on projects commissioned by
the industry. The collaboration
between the university and the
industry enables Limkokwing
students to participate in
projects working with industry
professionals to output work that
is used by industry to promote
their projects and services.
Limkokwing University
continues to attract active,
vibrant and smart generation
who are industry and future
ready and are trained to think
beyond employability upon
graduation.
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Botswana Life celebrates
45 years of making a
difference
Botswana Life Insurance
Limited (Botswana Life)
celebrates 45 years of heritage
and making a meaningful
difference in the lives of
Batswana. With a series of
activities and celebrations taking
place across the business and its
branches, the 1st of November
marked the 45th anniversary
since the company first opened
its doors to Batswana.
Botswana Life Chief Executive
Officer Ronald Samuels said “we
are proud to have partnered
with Batswana over the years.
No other insurer has invested in
Botswana as we have, with 45
years of ensuring that Batswana
have secured their futures. We
are passionate about providing
financial solutions and advisory
services that make a positive
difference in the lives of our
people, our customers and our
communities.”
“We have the heritage,
experience and future-forward
ambition to truly deliver. As a
trusted partner to Batswana,
we are truly committed to
growing further, together by
creating legacies and meeting
Batswana’s needs for financial
security through Life and More,”
he further said.
Insurance accounts for more
of Botswana’s National GDP
than in previous years, with
Life contributing to 2.5% of
GDP (2019) and short term
contributing to 0.7% of GDP.
As a leading insurer, Botswana
Life has continued to champion
the need for the sector to come
together to ensure the promotion
of best practice and the highest
standards of professionalism in
life insurance.
It’s Chief Executive Officer
who holds positions as President
of the Insurance Institute of
Botswana (IIB) and Chairman
of the Association of Life
Underwriters Botswana (ALUB).
“Botswana Life plays a strong
role in driving socio-economic
prosperity. Our investment
in Botswana’s economy is
proportionate to our size and
success. We proudly own our
heritage and own our future,
because we have the passion,
heart, resolve and expertise to
deliver on this.
We are wholly committed to
Batswana and wish to express
our sincerest gratitude for their
continued support as we continue
to grow further, together. This
milestone is a testament to our
unwavering commitment to
make a meaningful impact in
our Nation,” concluded Samuels.
Botswana Life celebrates
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this milestone with a renewed
commitment to decades more
of positive impact for and with
Batswana, showing solidarity
by helping them secure their
futures.

IDM’S TSHIAMO KEAKABETSE GOES ON
THE INTERNATIONAL STAGE

Tel: (+267) 2410300

On Monday 9th November 2020, Institute of Development Management (IDM) Senior Consultant in Public
Health, Tshiamo Keakabetse will join international health experts at a virtual 6th Global Symposium on Health
Systems Research organised
by NOW
Health Systems
Global (HSG). Tshiamo
will speak on The use of Systems
APPLY
@ FRANCISTOWN
CAMPUS
Thinking Tools to Understand and Improve Processes at District Health Management Teams in
Botswana. HSG is part of the World Health Organisation.

LEARN WHILE YOU EARN WITH
IDM BLOCK RELEASE PROGRAMMES

Over the recent years, the Botswana health system has undergone a transformative restructuring process from
a centralised to decentralised system. Whether initiated or forced, transformation requires shifts in perception
and meaning, social network configurations, patterns of interactions among internal and external stakeholders.

“Based on this understanding, our project is anchored primarily on applying system thinking approach to the
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Climate change, migration and
urbanisation: patterns in SubSaharan Africa
The link between climate
change and migration has gained
both academic and public interest
in recent years. Many studies
have found that environmental
hazards affect migration. But the
links are nuanced and depend on
the economic and sociopolitical
conditions in the respective
regions of origin.
So what causes people to move
and where do they go? And what
is the relationship between these
decisions and changes in climatic
conditions?
To answer these questions we
conducted a meta-analysis to
systematically analyse previous
findings in the literature on
environmental migration.
We combined evidence from
30 country-level studies
that estimated the effect of
slow-onset and rapid-onset
environmental events on internal
and international migration
worldwide. This allowed us to
explore migration drivers and to
identify hotspots where climatic
and other environmental factors
likely exert a strong influence on
migration.
Our findings underscore the
complexity of what lies behind
people’s decisions to migrate.
We found that migratory
responses differed depending
on the local conditions of affected
populations. For example,
environmental migration was
most pronounced in agriculturally
dependent and middle-income
contexts where populations have
sufficient resources to migrate.
In low-income contexts, on the
other hand, people were more

constrained in their mobility and
faced the risk of getting trapped in
harsh environmental conditions.
Often commentators and
politicians create the impression
that “waves” and “rising tides”
of climate migrants are crossing
the border to Europe and the US.
In fact, abundant research,
including our own study, shows
that environmental migration
is primarily internal or within
a region and rarely over large
distances. Instead of focusing
merely on numbers, it’s
important to understand the
actual situations of communities
affected by climatic changes to
effectively support and protect
vulnerable populations.
Sub-Saharan Africa
Our analysis shows that
changing climatic conditions
and ecological hazards are an
important migration driver
in sub-Saharan Africa. Some
of the threats are slow in the
making. These include rising
temperatures, desertification,
biodiversity loss, land and forest
degradation. On top of this is
the increasing frequency and
intensity of extreme events such
as floods and droughts, which
have led to major displacements
in the past years.
For households exposed to
environmental stress, migration
can serve as an important
livelihood and adaptation
strategy, particularly in rural
areas. Often it’s individual
household members who migrate
in an attempt to open new and

diversify existing income sources.
Most environmentally induced
migration is internal – or within
a region – with a large share
of migrants turning towards
urban centres, as seen in the
map below. This has its own
risks and challenges, particularly
in sub-Saharan Africa, which
already has the highest proportion
of urban population living in
informal settlements, 53.6% in
2018 according to UN HABITAT,
the UN Human Settlements
Programme.
In the past decades, several
cities in sub-Saharan Africa have
seen rapid population growth
and are today among the fastest
growing in the world. Cities
that already host several million
people, such as Dar es Salaam in

Tanzania, Kampala in Uganda,
Abuja in Nigeria, Ouagadougou in
Burkina Faso and Bamako in Mali,
are expected to double in size by
2035. The rapid urbanisation has
significant implications. It brings
new opportunities as well as risks.
Urbanisation challenges
The rapid, and often unplanned,
nature of the urbanisation process
in many countries has led to
several challenges. These include
inadequate infrastructure,
housing, and a strain on the
provision of public services such
as health care, education and
transport.
While migrating to an urban
area offers opportunities for
migrants, it comes with risks.
Many migrants entering cities
from rural areas have limited

resources and are highly
vulnerable. In the hope of a better
life, many end up in deprived and
marginalised neighbourhoods
with poor access to water,
sanitation, and public services.
Having fled from
environmental threats in their
origin regions, climate migrants
may find themselves exposed
to new hazards in their urban
destinations. Many informal
settlements are located on
marginal land in risk areas. Due
to the low quality of construction
materials in these areas, the
inadequate infrastructure and
high population densities,
disasters can have fatal
consequences.
Urban floods, in particular, are
a major challenge. For example,
in 2018, six of the ten largest
flooding events that triggered
displacement were in subSaharan Africa, and urban areas
bore the greatest impacts. Also
this year, severe floods across the
region affected several hundred
thousand people and led to severe
damage and displacement.
Going forward
Climate migration is already a
reality for many people and will
continue to be. The World Bank
Groundswell report projects that
up to 86 million people could be
forced to migrate within their
own countries by 2050 to escape
the slow-onset impacts of climate
change in sub-Saharan Africa.
A large share of these migrants
will move to cities. If planned
and well managed, urban
growth has the potential to
bring social and economic
benefits for both migrants and
the destination areas. This will
need infrastructural development
and inclusive economic policies.
For adequate preparation, it’s
important to understand why and
under which conditions people
migrate and where they go. For
this, climate change predictions
need to be more strongly
integrated in migration scenarios.
Better data and comprehensive
research on migration dynamics
can improve policy-making and
raise awareness.
TheConversation.
--
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Wildlife tourism in southern
Africa uses scarce water –
Proposal on how much is enough
Wildlife tourism is a major
source of income and livelihood
for many rural communities
across southern Africa. But it
also presents a potential threat
to water resources.
Many wildlife tourism lodges
in the region are in remote
locations where little or no
infrastructure exists. They
depend on natural sources such
as rivers, dams and boreholes
for their water needs.
The lack of infrastructure such
as housing, roads and public
transport in these remote
places also means that the staff
employed at lodges often reside
on the tourism properties.
Lodges thus need water not
only for tourism operations
but for the domestic use of
staff members.
But rural residents too
need water to secure their

livelihoods, such as raising
cattle. Lodges’ water use should
not be to the detriment of the
local communities.
In Southern Africa water
resources are becoming
stretched because of growing
population numbers as well as
the reduction in the volume of
available good quality water
as a result of environmental
degradation, erratic rainfall
and climatic variability brought
on by the effects of climate
change.
Tourism ventures need to
balance the needs of guests
and staff with the needs of
surrounding communities.
Imbalances in a water-stressed
region like southern African
could lead to conflict around
water use, similar to what has
already been experienced in
many island states.

Working with wildlife tourism
industry role players, our
r e s e a r c h t e a m r e c e n t ly
completed a multi-year study
that reviewed the per capita
water consumption of guests
and staff at more than 30
exclusive luxury wildlife lodges
across Namibia, Botswana and
South Africa.
Wildlife tourism companies
approached the researchers
to do an independent review
of water quantity and quality
across their southern African
operations. The results were
made available to industry
participants. This view of
the existing situation would
be used to set benchmarks
for comparison across the
industry.
The research
Our research used the
international standard unit

of measurement for guest water
use namely litres per guest per
night. Consumption includes
all the activities associated
with the lodge operations
such as bathing, cleaning,
cooking, laundry, gardening
and swimming pools.
The average guest consumption
across the three countries was
2,073 litres per guest per night.
This average consumption is
three to four times that of hotels
in other countries.
We found that the international
standard wasn’t suitable for
the wildlife tourism industry
in southern African. This is
because of the large number
of staff who reside on the
lodge premises. They add a
lot to the total volume of water
consumption at the tourist
establishments. According to
our research, the average water
consumption per bed or per
capita, when staff consumption
is included, was 503 litres per
bed per night.
When only guest consumption
was considered, the average
water use was outrageously high
compared to destinations such
as Greece, Morocco, Zanzibar,
Germany and the USA. But
when staff use is included, the
average water consumption was
similar to the majority of other
countries around the world.
We f o u n d t h a t w a t e r
consumption rates by guests
and staff at the lodges were
excessive compared to
the consumption of local
communities. For the three
southern Africa countries in
the study, water consumption

by the local communities
varied between 88 and 371
litres per person per day,
according to The International
Benchmarking Network for
Water and Sanitation Utilities.
The tourism ventures could
be depleting scarce water
resources to the detriment
of local communities and
the wildlife attractions that
brought tourism there in the
first place.
Going forward
The study proposes water-use
benchmarks for the wildlife
tourism industry in southern
Africa, namely 2,073 litres per
guest per night or 503 litres
per bed per night. This is based
on the average consumption
recorded during the study
across all the investigated
tourism ventures. These
benchmarks would need
to be reviewed in future as
consumption rates come down.
The proposed benchmarks,
which would be a first, provide
targets for the wildlife tourism
industry in southern African
to aim for.
The benchmarks also serve
as a planning tool for future
wildlife tourism developments.
Developers would be able
to ensure that the type and
size of developments are
appropriate for the available
water resources.
Although the proposed
benchmarks won’t be
monitored or regulated by
government at this stage, it’s
important for the industry to
adhere to them in an attempt
to reduce water consumption.
Even though the proposed
benchmarks provide some form
of water use reduction, wildlife
lodges across southern Africa
will need to improve their
water management in order
to reduce their consumption
drastically and avert possible
water conflict situations in
local communities. Wildlife
lodges may in the future need
to scale down or even close
operations during water scarce
times to ensure equitable water
availability.
The tourism lodges that are
relatively well resourced
compared to the host rural
communities will need to find
new ways to reduce, recycle
and use alternative sources
of water such as rainwater
harvesting. This may require
capital investments.
Guest and staff awareness and
education on water use should
also become a standard for
the tourism industry. Luxury
wildlife lodges should always
manage their water usage with
the local community’s needs
in mind. This article was first
published on the Conversation
in September this year.
We republish it as countries
in the region have opened
their borders to international
travel.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Call 3933805/6 To Advertise.

APPLICATION FOR CERTIFIED COPY OF LOST MEMORANDUM
OF AGREEMENT OF LEASE

Call 3933805/6

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned intends applying for a certified copy of the
Notarial Deed of Cession of Lease No. MA244/2011 dated 3rd day of June 2011 made in
favor of DIARA INVESTMENTS PROPRIETARY LIMITED in respect of the following property:
CERTAIN:
piece of land being Tribal Lot 618, BOKAA;
SITUATE:
at bokaa in the Bakgatla Tribal Territory;
MEASURING: 1594m (One Thousand Five Hundred and Ninety-Four Square Metres);
Any person having objection to the issue of such copy is hereby required to lodge same in
writing with the Registrar of Deeds within three (3) weeks from last
publication of this notice.

Schedule for 2021
Africa Cup of Nations
qualification released

Cricket-England to play
limited-overs series in
South Africa
England will travel to South
Africa for a four-match limited
overs tour starting in late
November, with all matches
to be played without spectators
in Cape Town and nearby Paarl,
Cricket South Africa (CSA)
confirmed on Wednesday.
CSA has received government
approval for the tour, which
will consist of three OneDay Internationals and three
Twenty20 Internationals
between Nov. 27 and Dec. 9,
with the players to first face
a 10-day quarantine period.
CSA acting chief executive
Kugandrie Govender said the
governing body had drawn
on the experience of England,
who recently hosted Ireland,
the West Indies, Pakistan
and Australia in bio-bubble

environments, to develop their
own plans.
“This is a first for us and we
commit to learn quickly and
with great responsiveness as
we have an action-packed
international season ahead of
us,” Govender said in a media
release from CSA on Wednesday.
“The fact that England
are the current (ODI) World
Cup champions will add
tremendously to the two series
and will give our own players
every motivation to perform at
their very best to challenge the
reigning champions.”
Chief executive of the England
and Wales Cricket Board, Tom
Harrison, confirmed that the
team would fly to Cape Town on
a chartered flight and praised
the plans of CSA for the bio-

bubble.
“I would like to personally
thank Cricket South Africa
for their efforts in ensuring
this tour goes ahead and their
diligent work to create an
environment that is safe for
our players and staff,” he said.
“They are working tirelessly
to pull together a bio-secure
plan in Cape Town and Paarl.
“We owe it to the sport that
we do everything we can to
keep international competition
progressing during this
pandemic.”
England also toured South
Africa in February. The threematch ODI series was draw 1-1,
but England claimed the T20
honours with a 2-1 win.
(Reuters.)

Total Africa Cup of Nations
(AFCON) Egypt 2019 champions
Algeria will start their journey
to a third African crown at
home against 2012 champions
Zambia when the qualifiers for
the Cameroon 2021 showpiece
kicks off in November.
Algeria who beat Senegal
1-0 in the final on July 19 in
Cairo will then travel away
to Botswana for the second
match day. Meanwhile, Senegal
who will look to continue the
hunt for a maiden African title
will start their qualification
journey at home against Congo
Brazaville in Dakar before Sadio
Mane and co travel to eSwatini
for their second qualifier.
Elsewhere, 2019 hosts and
record six-time champions
Egypt start their journey to
yet another Cup of Nations at
home against Kenya’s Harambee
Stars. Madagascar who made
history by going all the way
to the quarter finals in their
maiden attempt in Egypt
will look to record a second

successive qualification to the
final tournament and will start
the long road to Cameroon with
a home tie against Ethiopia.
Nigeria’s Super Eagles who
won bronze in Egypt 2019 will
also start their campaign at
home against another of the
surprise packages from the
last edition, Benin.
The first and second round
of matches will be played back
to back between November
11-19 with the third and fourth
round of matches scheduled
for between August 31 and
September 8 2020.
Match day five of the group
phase of the qualifiers will be
played between October 5-13
2020 with the final qualification
round scheduled for between
November 9-17, 2020
The top two teams from each
group will qualify for the 2021
edition of the tournament.
(Cafonline.)
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Sheffield Hallam University
and Manchester Metropolitan
University showed their work
on dynamic test methods to
assess the performance of
offside technology, while
the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Sports Lab
presented a model it has
developed for automatic event
detection using tracking data.

FIFA launches new quality standard
to boost football development
With a view to advancing
quality standards and
directing research towards
innovative development, over
400 representatives of the
football industry and football’s
stakeholders, including FIFA’s
member associations, the
confederations and major
leagues along with attendees
from the world of research/

testing recently gathered
online for FIFA’s third Quality
Programme Conference and
Research Symposium.
Spanning ten days of seminars
and information sessions, this
year’s event focused on the
presentation of FIFA Basic, the
new quality standard. In line
with the FIFA President’s vision
of making football truly global,

the FIFA Quality Programme
team is creating a suitable
framework for the industry
to provide products, playing
surfaces and technologies that
meet the growing needs of
football at all levels. In addition
to the well-established “FIFA
Quality” and “FIFA Quality
Pro” standards, the new FIFA
Basic standard emphasises cost

Seamer Stuurman a surprise pick
for South Africa against England
With a view to advancing
quality standards and
directing research towards
innovative development, over
400 representatives of the
football industry and football’s
stakeholders, including FIFA’s
member associations, the
confederations and major

leagues along with attendees
from the world of research/
testing recently gathered
online for FIFA’s third Quality
Programme Conference and
Research Symposium.
Spanning ten days of seminars
and information sessions, this
year’s event focused on the

presentation of FIFA Basic, the
new quality standard. In line
with the FIFA President’s vision
of making football truly global,
the FIFA Quality Programme
team is creating a suitable
framework for the industry
to provide products, playing
surfaces and technologies that

efficiency and durability while
safeguarding player safety.
The new Quality Programme
f o r Fo o t b a l l G o a l s w a s
presented, with attendees
hearing about the guidelines
being developed for natural
turf and floodlighting. The
FIFA Research Symposium
focused on findings from
the scientific community:
meet the growing needs of
football at all levels. In addition
to the well-established “FIFA
Quality” and “FIFA Quality
Pro” standards, the new FIFA
Basic standard emphasises cost
efficiency and durability while
safeguarding player safety.
The new Quality Programme
f o r Fo o t b a l l G o a l s w a s
presented, with attendees
hearing about the guidelines
being developed for natural
turf and floodlighting. The
FIFA Research Symposium
focused on findings from
the scientific community:
Sheffield Hallam University
and Manchester Metropolitan
University showed their work
on dynamic test methods to
assess the performance of
offside technology, while
the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Sports Lab
presented a model it has
developed for automatic event
detection using tracking data.
In addition, the FIFA Quality
Programme team introduced
a new initiative for innovative
football products that are
coming on to the market but

In addition, the FIFA Quality
Programme team introduced
a new initiative for innovative
football products that are
coming on to the market but
have not yet been cleared
for use: the FIFA Innovation
Programme, which creates
a transparent and uniform
process through which new
products must pass in order
to be approved within a fixed
period of time and with clearly
defined objectives. Details of
the project will follow shortly.
Jo h a n n e s H o l z m ü l l e r ,
FIFA Director of Football
Technology & Innovation
said: “The event offered an
important exchange with
industry representatives, the
football world and the research
community on global standards
and new developments. Even
more important was the
opportunity to hear about
the industry’s challenges in
these challenging times and to
discuss possible solutions. The
introduction of the new FIFA
Basic quality category and the
FIFA Innovation Programme
will have a positive impact
by making products more
affordable and adaptable for
all levels of the game.”
(Fifa.com)

have not yet been cleared
for use: the FIFA Innovation
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a transparent and uniform
process through which new
products must pass in order
to be approved within a fixed
period of time and with clearly
defined objectives. Details of
the project will follow shortly.
Jo h a n n e s H o l z m ü l l e r ,
FIFA Director of Football
Technology & Innovation
said: “The event offered an
important exchange with
industry representatives, the
football world and the research
community on global standards
and new developments. Even
more important was the
opportunity to hear about
the industry’s challenges in
these challenging times and to
discuss possible solutions. The
introduction of the new FIFA
Basic quality category and the
FIFA Innovation Programme
will have a positive impact
by making products more
affordable and adaptable for
all levels of the game.”
(Fifa.com)
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African Nations Cup
qualifiers to go ahead
without fans
The Confederation of African
Football (CAF) has said that
there will be little allowance
in this month’s African Cup
of Nations qualifiers for teams
potentially hit by COVID-19
infections or restrictions on
travel.
All games will go ahead as
the qualifying campaign for
the 2022 finals in Cameroon
resumes after a year-long hiatus
despite caution expressed by
coaches who fear being unable
to field full strength sides
because of potential player
withdrawals.
Restrictions on players
travelling from clubs in Europe

or facing quarantine when they
return from Africa, have seen
several national team coaches
calling for a postponement.
They fear being without key
players because of increasing
COVID-19 restrictions in
Europe.
But CAF said the qualifiers will
be played, albeit without fans
unless permission is obtained
from African soccer’s governing
body by the home government.
CAF has decided matches
must go ahead if the team has
at least 11 players, including
a g o a l ke e p e r , a n d f o u r
substitutes. If a team does not
have the minimum number
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of players required, they will
be considered to have lost the
match 2-0.
CAF also said that if a team
cannot travel “due to any travel
or other restriction relating
to COVID-19” they will be
considered to have lost the
match 2-0.
The Cup of Nations qualifiers
were last played in November
2019. This month’s series of
two games for each of the 48
countries involved will be
followed by two more rounds
in March.
The top two countries in each
of the 12 groups qualify for
the finals, which have been

postponed by a year to early
2022. Reuters.

